Thursday, 2/7

Consent + Sexual Health

Presented by Health Promotion, they will educate you on why communication is key, about putting your health as a top priority and setting boundaries.

Tuesday, 2/19

Title IX + AMA

Borrowing the name from Reddit’s popular “Ask Me Anything” thread, this session offers you the opportunity to bring all of your burning questions about Title IX, sexual violence, gender discrimination, University’s prevention and response efforts to real-life employees of the Title IX Office.

Wednesday, 2/27

Finding Your Voice

In this conversation led by CaPS, you will look into understanding what it means to express yourself & what gets in the way of voicing our needs.

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM

POSNER HALL, RM 153

Questions? RSVP for a large group? Contact TIX@cmu.edu

More sessions to follow in March!